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FOREWORD
It is primarily through newspapers, magazines,
wire services, radio and television that the

World Meteorological Organization reaches
the public. It is through the prism of the press
that our image is projected and our credibility
will be enhanced only by open, honest and
professional dealings with the press. This
underlines the importance of building partnerships with the media and the instrumental role
played by official spokespersons in this
process.
The purpose of this booklet is to serve as
a practical guide for Information and Public
Affairs focal points of the national
Meteorological and Hydrological Services
(NMHSs) of WMO Member countries as well as
for senior WMO staff who may have to deal
with representatives of the media in the course
of their work.
In 1995, the Twelfth World Meteorological
Congress welcomed the increased emphasis
placed by WMO, through its Information and
Public Affairs Programme, on capacity-building
efforts, particularly in improving the communication skills of the NMHSs through training
activities and by building alliances with the

print and broadcast media.
Training in communication strategies and
skills can improve the effectiveness of individuals in carrying out their responsibilities in this

important field. I am pleased to contribute this
booklet as a means of enhancing our
Organization's overall visibility and impact
among policy-makers, the media and the
general public.
I am pleased to recommend this guide as

a basic reference tool to those who are responsible for relations with the press and other
media representatives as part of their functions.

It has been successfully "field-tested" during
training workshops organized by WMO on
effective communication and improved media
relations and it will be updated over time as we

receive feedback and learn from experiences
gained from, its use throughout the world.
WMO has a special relationship with the
media, but it is a relationship that must be
constantly nurtured. The cooperation of all our
partners in this regard is fundamental to the
success of our public information and communication activities.

~-----G.O.P. Obasi
Secretary-General
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INTRODUCTION
It is arguable that media contact with national
Meteorological and Hydrological Services worldwide is the most useful, if not the most important,
that the press makes on a daily basis with any
agency. Weather and climate affect people's
safety, livelihood and leisure activities. This valuable infonmation can protect people, dictate what
they wear, how, when and where they travel and
help them decide what activities to pursue.
Public interest in the weather is insatiable. It
may be triggered by conceH1S over hazardous
storms or excessive cold or heat; or a need for

reports prepared specifically for industry, shipping, commerce and agriculture; or even mere
curiosity. Whatever the reason, there is a nagging

desire to know what the weather is doing.
To the media, weather forecasts and
reports are an indispensable daily diet. On
radio and television, they are aired every few
minutes. Moreover, in the days and hours
before a big storm, the weather report can
become a front page story, or lead television
and radio broadcast news. Occasionally,
adverse weather thrusts its way into major
news stories: heavy snowfalls, fog or sandstorms ground airlifts of supplies to starving
and homeless people; torrential rains force
presidential inaugurations indoors or postpone
sporting events.

In a major article on the history of American
television weather forecasting - from the early
use of cartoons and clowns to professional
presentations - The New York Times newspaper agreed that though it was often put on

last on news programmes, the weather segment
was a fixture.

"It's part of the local news broadcast more
people watch than any other," The New York
Times said. "And they watch it as if their lives
depended on it, which in some cases they do".
A combination of developments - space
and satellite technology, high-tech computers
and increasingly sophisticated media techniques - has transformed both weather
forecasting and public expectations.
Prof. G.O.P. Obasi, Secretary-General of
the World Meteorological Organization, notes
that these revolutionary new techniques and
the increasing influence of the mass media
have brought about "a fundamental change in
the art of disseminating weather information to
the public.
We are aware of the potent influence
exerted by the media in shaping public attitudes towards weather services and the
development of the form and content of
disseminated weather reports," he says.
Amid all the technological advances, the
media's ability to transmit weather reports to
the public nationally and worldwide is of key
importance. Early pin-point detection and forecasting of potentially destructive storms and
the rapid relay of this information to the people
in harm's way save tens of thousands of lives
every year. Mercifully, the days of havoc and
destruction caused by unexpected storms are
passing. How you communicate with the media
determines the extent of that success.
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WORKING WITH THE MEDIA
Good media relations are rooted in availability
and trust. Journalists need immediate and
unimpeded access to sources of information
and to be able to rely on the veracity of that
information if they are to get a story fast that is
both interesUng and accurate.
The purpose of this booklet is to guide
you, not so much in your day-to-day contacts
with those in the media who handle the weather
forecasts, but with reporters, editors and broadcast producers who cover general news and
feature stories. It is also designed to help you
help them.
Like you, reporters are busy. Like you,
they work against the clock. And like you, they
want to get the news out. A fast-breaking story,
like a fast-moving storm, needs fast updates. A
breaking story about a storm means reporters
will need your input when you are at your
busiest. Don't be abrupt, don't say you are too
busy and above all don't hang up or leave them
waiting. Help them.
It is possible that a reporter is covering a
weather story for the first time and is unfamiliar with technical terms. Taking time to explain
them briefly will help ensure accuracy as well
as understanding. Remember, the reporter will
probably be quoting you by name. Furthermore, stressing the significance - or lack of it
- of unavoidable technical language could
underpin the integrity of both your comments
and the good name of WMO or the national
Meteorological or Hydrological Service. Whenever possible, technical and ambiguous
terminology which might be misinterpreted or
misunderstood should be avoided.
An often neglected but invaluable asset to
any newspaper or television story is the visual
aid. Photographs, films, maps, graphs and

diagrams are always sought by editors and
television producers.
Though good and friendly relations with
the media are vital, a word of warning is necessary. A reporter is a reporter 24 hours a day,
seven days a week. Confidential material may
not be the everyday stuff of weather forecasting, but sensitive matters arise in all
organizations and off-guard remarks could
become news, either big or small but just as
unwelcome. A reporter might be a friend, but
he or she is a reporter first and foremost.
Something you might say in confidence could
conceivably be material for a story at some
other time. The reporter does not h,ave to be
dishonest and lacking in scruples to recall a
distant and unrecorded confidential conversation as anything more than a private and
informative exchange among many exchanges.
There are several ways of working with the
media. All point to a specific situation or need
- yours and theirs. You will sometimes have to
ask yourself: 'should I hold a press conference
or issue a press release?' The answer is maybe
both. The following sections set the scenes and
answer those questions and others.

Holding a press conference
The basic rule for press conferences is to have
something significant to announce and somebody significant to announce it. Nothing else
works.
The ideal news conference lasts not more
than 30 minutes and consists of a brief (fiveminute) introduction and prepared opening
statement, followed by questions and answers.
It is best not to crowd the dais. The head of the
organization, or a known senior representative.
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A typical press briefing
at the United Nations.
No more than three
people should be on
the dais

and perhaps one other official or guest should
be accompanied by an Information or Public
Affairs Officer to open and close the proceedings and identify questions.
Prior to the press conference. the venue
of which should be announced at least three or
four days in advance, a dozen or so of the
most difficult questions that could be expected
should be prepared (with answers) - particularly if the statement is considered
controversial or sensitive. Answers to all questions must be succinct. It is considered by
some that answering at length forestalls
antagonistic questions. This is wrong. Not
only do unanswered hostile questions keep
coming back, but to digress is to be accused
of avoiding the question. or worse, covering
up. A hostile question can be neutralized by
taking its essence and rephrasing it in positive
tones for the audience. Looking around the
room, without making eye contact again with

your antagonist, while delivering the
rephrased question both isolates your questioner and dilutes his/her venom. This strategy
is a difficult but proven one.
A press release distributed at the start of
the news conference has several purposes.
Reporters attending have a ready-made story
to guide them and it also reduces some of the
more obvious questions and serves as a
record. Distribution also includes those unable
to attend the conference. The substance of the
press release, repeated in the answers to
questions by the principal, helps hammer
home a message.
Following a particularly newsworthy
announcement, it is likely that brief sland-ups
(see page 15) will be requested by television
and radio correspondents immediately after
the press c9nference. They usually consist of
two or three questions asked with a microphone and camera and can be staged either in
an adjoining empty room or outside a building.

Holding a media briefing
Whether to hold a press conference or a media
briefing is really a misleading question. The only
similarity is that both involve reporters invited to
consider an issue and to ask questions. But
though the two are often seen as identical, the
style, conduct and purpose of a media briefing
are quite different.
The press conference, as you have read
above, is a selling for the brief formal
announcement of a major development,
followed by a question and answer session. A
media briefing usually consists of a small (five
to 10 people) group of reporters selected by
the organization for their outreach, their expertise and their interest in a given subject.
The gathering, usually held in a small
conference room or office of the host organization, is more intimate. The briefer briefs, adding
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background and comment before inviting not
only questions but also opinions. Published

I' ,

1:110

stories sometimes result, but that is not necessarily the aim. The media briefing can be
whatever you want it to be: a familiarization
with the work of the organization; an exchange
of ideas; or even a press announcement of a
low-key, low-interest nature.
Different countries can have different types
of press or media briefings. In Geneva,
Switzerland, for example, where the United
Nations and some UN specialized agencies
including WMO are located, regular briefings
are held twice a week by spokespersons of the
UN and the specialized agencies for all Genevabased correspondents at the Palais des Nations.
These briefings provide an excellent opportunity for the spokespersons to keep the press
abreast of newsworthy events and other developments in their respective organizations. In
turn, post-briefing sessions, held either bilaterally or in a small group, help to enhance media
relations and improve collaboration among
information colleagues and other communication professionals.

Press releases and
information notes
Frequently in the United Nations and its
specialized agencies, people decide to stage a
news conference when a press release should
have been issued. The temptation is under~
standable. Pressure from senior officials is
sometimes overwhelming, but nothing is more
likely to irk reporters than a badly timed, illconsidered press conference of limited news
value. Furthermore, it will more likely result in
little or no play and could, over time, damage
your relationship with the media. On the other
hand, a carefully crafted, well-written and well-

timed press release gives reporters a ready-

WORLD METEOROLOGICAL ORGANIZATION
A SPECIALIZED AGENCY OF THE UNITED NATIONS

(For IIse of the i"fonJlUtioll media - 1Iot an official record)

WMONo.576

Rapid Ozone Decline over the Anta~tic

f-(b)

Record "olone hole" evem precedes Imemational Dayfor
the Preservation o/the Ozone Layer
(/6 September /995)
Geneva, 12 September-The World Meteorological Organization (WMO) mll/o/mced ~ (a)
today that the ozone decline over the Antarctic which started at the end ofluly and continued through early September was so far the most rapid depletion 011 record.
The area with severely depleted ozone at presem covers aboUl /0 million square kilometres (about the size of Europe) and is twice the size of that dllring the /993 and /994
allstral springs in the same period. These two years had, IIlltit now, the lowest ozone
values ever obsen>ed by scientists.
Ozone values in August were generally 25% ta30% below the pre-ozonehole averages
and about 10% lower than those ill the same momh last year, when record deficiellcies
were reported. During the second halfofAugust and in the beg;'lI/illg ofSeptember, WMO
mOllilOrillg stations observed several days of less than 200 m atm-cm total ozone vallles,
an evellt commonly described as an "ozone hole". The evellt almost coincides with the
first global observation of the Imemational Day for the Presen>atioll of the Ozone Layer
on 16 September.

WMO has the responsibility within the UN system for working with Govemmellts to
provide authoritative scientific infomlatioll and advice on the state and behaviour of the
Earth's atmosphere and climate.

••••

(NOIe to Journalists:
A commemorative poster for the International Day for the Preservation of the Ozone
Layer is available from WMO in English, French and Spanish).
f-(d)
For more illfonnation, please contact:
Mrs Eirah Gorre-Dale
f--(C)
bljonnatioll and Public Affairs Office
Tel. No. 1+41 22)73083 15
World Meteorological Organization Fax No. (+41 22) 7332829
4/, avenlle Gillseppe-Moua email: ipa@wlVw.lVmo.ch
Case postale 2300, CH 12// Genel'a 2
Switzerland
WMO lmemet website: IlIIp://www.wl1lo.ch
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Timing is crucial

made story, or something they can quickly
edit, cut or rewrite, according to their needs.

Time the press release well. Unless it is imperative to get your material

written record for wider distribution to allies

to the media immediately, arrange to distribute it (by hand,
electronically or by fax) when there will be maximum pick-up by the

and sister organizations and also for filing a

Not least, a press release provides you with a

press: mid-morning to early afternoon, Monday to Wednesday, or
Thursday. Fridays and weekends, of course, should not be ignored, but
newspapers are sometimes thin on Monday and not published on
Saturday or Sunday when news broadcasts are also reduced. If your
organization has a website on the Internet, upload your press release
on your "Home Page" at the same time as the print copy is issued.

story.
Once again, a press release should be
considered only when you have something
newsworthy to say, either something so immediate that you cannot wait for a press conference

to be called and organized or, as in the majority
of cases, the matter is not of major importance
and does not warrant a formal announcement

Over-dependence or over-use of the press release can be counterproductive. Some organizations mistakenly think thMo; to keep up their

with questions from print, radio and television

profile with the press, they need to supply reporters with weekly or

press release should always be available at a
press conference. If possible, it should be made
available in the local language in addition to the
main working language(s) of the UN agency or

bimonthly releases - newsworthy or not. With this approach their
press releases are destined for the waste-paper basket. Worse still,
busy reporters and editors subjected to release-by-rote might ignore
you when you have real news. Do not get into a numbers game or lose
your nerve: issue a press release only when it contains news. It might
help to fix your thinking by changing the masthead to news release
rather than press release.

reporters. As mentioned earlier, however, a

organization.

Press releases should be tightly written in the form of a newspaper or news agency

report. The first paragraph (see faj in example)
-

One way of monitoring the impact of press releases or information
notes is by subscribing to a press-cutting service. The press dips will
give you an indication of which stories appealed to the media and
which ones were ignored. It also provides an opportunity to react to
what has been written about your organization, positively or negatively,
and a starting point for a dialogue with yourself and the editor or

journalist who filed the story.

or lead -

should contain the main news in

not more than 40 or 50 words, followed by
additional detail and essential background.
Avoid technical jargon and acronyms, unless
explained. Press releases with the most impact
total not more than 350-450 words, or two
quarto-size pages. If possible, one sheet with
material continuing on the flip side is sufficient.
Two sheets stapled together are prone to get
separated with use. The release should have a
headline (b) and carry telephone, fax and Email numbers of named contacts (c). If
photographs, videofilms, diagrams or other
graphic material are available, this should be
included at the end of the release (d).
A worthwhile addition to this category is
the information note. This multi-faceted release
can be used fairly frequently, without
inundating the reporter
unsolicited material.

or

editor

with
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Information notes should not be used to
disseminate features (more about those below)
but rather for background information on
weather-, c1imate- or water-related issues,
updates of previously released information,
advance notices of events, profiles of
personalities, biographies and organizational
announcements. If you have not yet developed
this category, you will find it lessens the
likelihood of material being shunted into press
or news releases thereby diminishing their
impact.

Features
Feature articles and ideas may not be the lifeblood of media relations, but they certainly help
keep the vital links with the press healthy and
dynamic.
All too frequently, the feature coffers of
newspapers, news agencies and magazines are
running on empty and reporters welcome a
regular supply of feature material. A regular
flow of articles and ideas will not only
strengthen your working association with the
media, it will help keep weather-, c1imate- and
water-related issues before the public and thus
shape a positive image of WMO and the
national Meteorological or Hydrological
Service. The same articles used by the print

WORLD METEOROLOGICAL ORGANIZATION
A SPECIALIZED AGENCY OF TIlE UNITED NATIONS

International Conference on Managing Water Resources for Large Cities and
Towns (Bcijing, 18-22 March 1996)
The Rh'er Rhine - Lifeline or Large Cities in the Basina case study·

The Rhine nows from the Swiss mountains through Austria, Germany. France and Luxembourg
to the Netherlands. With an area of 185 000 km2 and mean annual dischargcof2 200 cubic meters
per second, the Rhine basin is one of the most important river basins in Europe. Due to highly
developed industry, trade and agriculture, as well as the dense transport infrastructure, the Rhine
~asin is very densely populated.
The current population of the basin is approximately 50 million. The major cities are all situated on the
Rhine or on its larger tributaries and the development of these cities is strongly dependent on water.

Similarly, activities undertaken wilhin these cities impact on the walers of the Rhine and its tributaries. In this sense, the Rhine basin could be regarded as a kind of "mega-city".

,

The problems and issues that have faced the development of the Rhine basin are similar to those
currently facing water resources managers in large cities. Specific issues discussed in the paper
include water supply. nooding. water quality, energy production. transpon and institutional
arrangements. The demands on water for a range of purposes has increased significantly with
time. Population growth. industry, agriculture. hydro-power generation and other users can be
either cooperative or competing users.

• This ctlS~ stlllly was lJre/Xlud for IVMO by Mr Mmifud Spr~t1fico of th~ Swiss NatiOlml Hydrological and
Pro! HtIIlS Ki~II"ofz ofthe D~ptlrtlllelll afGeograplly, Ulli"ersil)' ofBenle. S\I'ilt.erland

G~ologiCllI Slm'~y mill

media will also provide ideas for the shorter
television and radio pieces popular with broadcasters.
Feature articles do not have the immediacy of hard news and can be researched,
written and circulated when information officers
are less busy. As they are more often than not
held for later publication, features should stand
up for some time and not quickly become out
of date.
Although looked upon as soft stories,
feature articles should be lively in style,
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TELEVISION AND RADIO
Radio and television have the power to inform,
to entertain and to educate.
WORLD METEOROLOGICAL
The TV camera commands respect and
ORGANIZATION
sees all: dress, posture, body language, facial
expressions - and that could be before you
even say anything. Radio interviews, too, may
AI Of/e lime, sticking one's nose 0111 the window or waving afillger ill the air was abolll as good a
have their own horrors.
way offorecasting Ihe weather as allY other method available.
Both broadcasting media have a common
element:
the use of the human voice. In both, a
Bill no longer.
conversational style of speaking is attractive and
Today's hi-tech world ofsatelliles, radar illslallaliolls, mainframe compll1ers and mlllti..Jaceted
persuasive, but speaking on radio and television
high-speed telecommllnicmions has 1101 ollly transfonlled Ihe obsen'atiOllS of wemherforecastat your usual speed might sound too fast. Make
ing to ajillely IlIIled science bill has el'en lItmed the pllblic illlo beliel''1s.
a tape and listen to yourself. Even people with
-11 's really illlereslillg becallse forecasling i" itselfhas 110 intrinsic vallle-, says Robert Lalll/is,
no voice or broadcast training can quickly learn
Director of the World Meteorological Organization's World Wealher Wlllch Department. -What
to
modulate their speech. The other most
valfle it has is how people reaCllO it.common mistakes are pitching the voice too
Vlllike most olher global issues, the weather has 110 political bOllndaries. Hurricanes, floods,
high and dr6pping the voice to almost a mumble
earthquakes, drollght -- all Ctln Slrike a deadly blow almost anywhere ill the world. People who
at the end of sentences. Do not fake a voice or
become "ictimized by nalltral disasters ill olle part of the world sllffer Ihe same paill alld sense of
overmodulate in order to tape what you think a
loss as people who have been devastaled by similar phe"omena in another region.
radio voice should sound like. Instead, focus on
Because Ihe weather moves aroulld Ihe globe, early shari"g of infonllation aboullhrealening
trying to make people listen to you. Do not
weather paltems call save people a 101 of griefand a lot ofmoney.
mumble, do not be shy. Enunciate without losing
-That's thefollllding principle of the Organization and afthe World Wealher Walch itself,- says
your normal manner of speaking. At the same
La"dis. - 11lis has enabled liS 10 gelthrollgh many kinds of calamities and sin/e. Member cOllntime, avoid barking information.
tries IIse 'he shared infonllation 10 provide IlO/iollal \\'amitlgs 011 disaslers. It's a very important
Broadcast interviews take several different
programme within WMO andfor Ilf/manily illfacl.forms: formal one-on-ones (see page 15) in a
'.
...
", studio or at your offices; panel appearances with
'0.',~
~~
~
~
--,..' two or three other participants; stand-ups outside
EARLY WARNING SAVES GRlEF AND MONEY

.

imaginative and written with plenty of colour l=and quotes. The most successful feature is a
human interest story. How weather impacts ~

J

Radio (left) and
television (right) have
the power to inform, to

educale and lo

people's lives fits that bill. Between 600 to
1 000 words in length, the ideal feature carries
a "punchy" headline. Graphics are important.
not only to illustrate the story, but in providing

enteltain. Both

a layout tool. Feature articles have often been

broadcasting media
have one common

published because of an accompanying photograph or other piece of artwork. Film footage
alone boosts the chances of a broadcast
feature being aired.

element: the

human voice
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a conference room or in the street; and remotes
with the interviewer in one location and the
subject in another.

Preparing for interviews
For many scientists and technical experts,
being interviewed by a journalist can be a
daunting experience. There is often a fear of
being misquoted or quoted out of context.
Once the interview has been set up, approach
it as you would a conversation with any intelligent person from another field, and take the
time to patiently explain complex scientific
terminology and concepts.
As with all pre-arranged interviews, it is
important to be well prepared: know your
subject; have facts and figures at hand; and
have a message or theme ready to weave into
your answers - something important to your
work or organization, that you want the public
to know. Make it brief, but powerful. Do not
waste words; you may lose your audience.
Don't forget that in radio and television interviews - even those that are not live - you
cannot break off and resume at will. It is important to think about the listener or viewer. Keep
your answers simple and avoid using jargon
and complicated terminoiogy.
On television it is important to stay calm
and iook relaxed - though not so relaxed that
you slump in your chair. Sit slightly forward.
The interviewee should try and feel as comfortable in front of the camera as possibie. This
can entail sitting aiongside a desk, pointing to
a weather map, or even leaning slightly against
a railing rather than standing militarily erect.
Do not iet yourseif feel "pinned down" by the
camera. Allow yourself normal gestures, and
blink naturally and reguiarly.
Appearance is important. In all the set
pieces, listen to what is being said. Do not be
preoccupied with what you want to say next.

The Role of the Information or
Public Affairs Officer
As with any kind of interview, it is the Information or Public Affairs
Officer's job to prepare his or her subject. In the national Meteorological
and Hydrological Service, this person could be the spokesperson or the
IPA focal point. Before going on the air or being taped, discuss the
subject and the trend the interviewer wants to take. Ask, too, whether
any sensitive or controversial matters might be raised. Understand the
format of the particular radio or TV programme: is it confrontational, a
chat-show, or a straight-forward question-and-answer session. The
Information or Public Affairs Officer also has the responsibility for
checking the credentials of the journalist, determining the approach
..and style of the interview, finding out the intended audience and
broadcast schedules and many other details. Dealing with the media
can be challenging and sensitive, therefore it is advisable that all press
queries and media calls to be routed through your Information or Public
Affairs Office as the first point of entry within your organization.

Listen to the questions and look at the interviewer, not at the camera.

If you appear on a panel with one or two
other guests, look at whoever is speaking; do

not gaze around the room or beyond the
camera. This gives a disinterested appearance.
Take care with your facial expressions.
Contempt, ridicule or anger is easily conveyed;

the camera picks up every detail of your face
and body ianguage. Go with the flow: smile or
look concerned at the right moments.
Never lose your temper. You may have a

good reason to be angry with hostile questioning or with an argumentative panelist.

Remember, you have a right to a rebuttal, but
stay calm and respond firmly but politely.
Never stab your finger at anybody.
What you do with your hands and feet is
important. When seated, rest your arms on the

chair-arms or Iightiy on the tabie in front of you.
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Placing your hands in your lap is acceptable but
be careful not to clench your fingers. There is no
easier way to show tension than to display
clenched knuckles. If not seated at a table, cross
your feet at the ankles.
When interviewed in a stand-up interview
outside a conference room, keep your hands
lightly at your sides or carry some papers.
Place your feet slightly apart to avoid swaying
to and fro or from side to side. Look at the interviewer and gesticulate to emphasize a point,
but not wildly. What you say is obviously of the
greatest importance, but how you come across
on camera can make or break the interview.

Remote interviews
Remotes - where you are alone in one place
and the interviewer is in another - can be
disconcerting. Once again, listen to what is
being said. Almost always someone will tell
you what to do. You may be left alone in a
room with a camera. In this case, look at the
camera throughout the interview. Do not look
around. You may have to wear an ear-piece to
hear what is being asked. If it comes loose,
hold it in place with one hand. Place it back in
your ear if it falls out.
Camera lighting can be a nuisance, but is
unavoidable. Lights are very bright and often hot
in an enclosed space. Do not be tempted to wear
sunglasses or to shield your eyes with your hand.
Television interviews do not normally last long.
Because of the lighting conditions, most TV
studios will insist on make-up. They can also
advise on which type of clothing and colours look
good and those that are not suitable for television.

Private interviews/exclusives
Known in the profession as one-on-ones or exclusives, the private interview is carried out under a
totally different set of ground rules - some

mutually beneficial to you and the reporter, and
others that favour one more than the other. You
will also need to be even-handed with the media
in granting them. Frequently favouring prestigious newspapers or broadcast networks over
lesser known news outlets causes resentment
and damages your organization's reputation for
fairness.
Reporters seek exclusive interviews with
heads of organizations and other specialists
purely because they want sole use of the insights
they gain through exclusive access and the
exclusive use of answers to private questions.
Such interviews are usually sought by the
reporter or broadcast producer, but they can
also be at your request in order to reach a
particular readership or audience your organization wants to address, say, with a
correspond~t of a newspaper in Latin America
on an issue of special concern to the southern
hemisphere. While it is acceptable to ask the
reporter in advance the general theme of his or
her questions, to receive the actual questions
beforehand is rare. In principle, journalists do
not like to do this as it could ruin the spontaneity of the responses. It is also acceptable for
you to tape the interview for your own record.
Unexpected, last-minute requests for a
private interview are more tricky. Unless your
senior staff are absolutely comfortable with
both the subject and this type of interview, it is
advisable, if possible, and without losing the
opportunity entirely, to delay the interview and
give you time to gather your thoughts and the
facts.
In any exclusive, unless it is being carried
live on television or radio, it is possible for the
interviewee to pause to obtain some written
material or to seek the advice of a colleague.
However, armed with an idea of the reporter's
theme, preparations and fact-checking should
be done beforehand. Prior briefing of the head
of your agency or of senior officials on the
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background of a reporter and his or her organi- z
u
zation and style and approach will also make ..
for a more comfortable exchange during the
interview. The information or Pubiic Affairs
Officer can advise on whether the journaiist is
fair, or confrontational, for example; or whether
he or she is known to ask an unexpected and
hostile question to ambush an interviewee.
One-on-ones can last up to an hour. The
venue is usually your choice, with coffee or tea
being served, making for a relaxed atmosphere,
but broadcasters occasionally need to tape an

J

interview in their own studio.

A theme, message or messages should be
developed when preparing for an interview. With
this in mind, it is possible both to answer the
questions and to lead the reporter back to the
theme and underiine the message. it does not
ensure that it will be used in a story or broadcast,
but this kind of emphasis can be persuasive. The
theme and/or message is obvious, of course, if
the interview is in connection with the launching
of a major report, event or conference. In these
cases, too, it is possible, and understood by
reporters, that a series of one-on-one interviews
with a variety of correspondents has been
arranged. However, it is advisable for the head of
the organization or senior expert to change his
or her theme with each or taiior the responses to
the national, regional or hemispheric origins of
the pubiication or broadcast station carrying the
interview.

makes faraway events seem closer: the public
perceives that the weather conditions affecting
a certain region or country could well reach
their own immediate environment within the
foHowing hour.
The actual presentation of a live weather
forecast entails a little over two hours' work.
Aithough each weather presenter on each
channei has an individuai image and style, the
presenter's work comprises the same five
essential steps (see box on page 18).

PRESENTING WEATHER
INFORMATION ON
TELEVISION

Evolution of broadcast
weather forecasting

Weather affects our professional activities, our
leisure time, our travel plans and other
important decisions in our daily lives. Every
one wants to know what the weather wiil be iike
over the weekend or during the holidays. TV

The weather has influenced mankind since the
beginning of time. Nowadays the pubiic should
- and does - have access to aH kinds of meteorological information needed for personal and
professional activities.

CNN's senior
meleorologisl Valerie

Voss issues warnings
to IV viewers on an
approaching storm
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In many developing countries, television
is a State-owned concern, designed to provide
a public service. TV weather presentations are
often provided by the national Meteorological
Services. Although the trend is changing, the
style of presentation is sometimes too scientific and sober, with simple maps and
therefore either not easily understood or
appreciated by the general public.
Viewers do not want a lecture on meteo-

rology but rather basic information: whether it
will rain, whether the sun will shine, or whether
it will be cold. On the other hand, television can
be a wonderful teaching tool which weather
reporters can use to explailloot.he information by

Swiss 7V (TSR)

practices minutes

incorporating slightly more technical material
into their presentations, without drowning the
viewers with a flood of superfluous facts.
In many countries, the weather forecast is

before going "live" on

not a programme in itself. The meteorologist

camera

hands the text to the newscaster, who reads it

weather presenter
Philippe Jeannerel

on the air to viewers. In developed countries,
broadcast meteorologists take an active role

and appear before the camera. At the BBC
Weather Centre in London (UK), for example,
the broadcast meteorologist prepares his/her
own forecast based on information from the UK
Met Office, produces the graphics and presents
the weather on camera.
As for radio broadcasts, information was
initially read by "speakers". Then managers
began to realize that radio broadcasts needed
livening up. This led some radio stations to
seek out media personalities, who were
selected for their voice, their personality or their
charm.
Similar developments took place in the
world of television. The rapid evolution of this
medium has prompted communication experts
to change the image of live broadcasts, all the
while maintaining contacts with national
Meteorological Services to ensure that only
accurate information and its correct interpretation is used.
All these developments have made - and
continue to make - the weather report even
more effective, by providing the public with information that was once hopelessly inaccessible.
Nowadays, weather reports in all cultures and in
every country provide a link with a popularized
science that is accessible to all television
viewers - children and adults alike.
Two main trends in presentation can be
observed worldwide:
•
The production and presentation of the
weather report by a broadcast meteorologist; and
•
Its presentation by a journalist or media
personality.
These two forms of presentation are linked
in that they oblige inexperienced presenters to
learn another field:
•
Meteorologists must learn about journalism and television so that the information

--------------~~--------'___1
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they prepare is adapted to the media and
meets the needs of television viewers and
network managers alike;
•
Journalists specializing in meteorology
must learn enough about the subject to
understand the meteorological analyses
they deal with.
Communicating the information in an
intelligent manner is no easy matter; yet
communicating information without understanding the subject at hand is a serious
professional error. The two trends, therefore,
are entirely compatible and complementary.
Many commercially-owned channels now
lean towards a more sober yet informal weather
report presentation. They are perfecting their
graphics and thoroughly research developments in weather reporting. The weather
bulletin on these channels is personalized by a
weather presenter, who, in turn, becomes the
image of the bulletin and of the channel.
When all is said and done, the television
network's only judge is the viewer. And, with
today's explosive expansion of the world's
audiovisual landscape, televised weather
reports are now "big business". Some ten years
ago, weather reports in many countries were
included as a buffer at the end of the news
programme so that the time allocated varied
according to the duration of the news itself.
Nowadays, weather reports in many countries
are programmes in themselves. As a result, two
new factors have evolved:
•
Allocation of fixed airtime to weather
reports: nowadays, a minimum of twothree minutes' airtime;
•
Sponsoring: the sums of money paid by
sponsors to the major TV networks are
quite enormous in relation to the air time
they receive.
One requirement has remained, however:
the notion of providing a service still remains
and underpins viewer loyalty.

Presenting weather information on television
A weather presenter on the French channel TF1 describes the
sequence as follows:
• The first step is a briefing with the national Meteorological Service
(Met€~o-France); with four live weather reports between lOhOO and
13hOO and offices far apart from one another, the telephone is the
quickest way. TF1 is equipped with MeteoMedia, an individual
workstation used by the forecasters, who study the information and
analyses, and the presenter;
• The second step is the graphical transcription of the charts. Each
channel has its own "look". MeteoMedia is used for another function
during this step - the acquisition of satellite and radar charts;
~ The third step is make-up: this is obligatory on television, as it stops
the skin from shining when on camera; ,
• The fourth step is finalizing the blue background used in the
broadcast. There has been considerable progress in the technology
and techniques involved and contact between the broadcasting
company, the weather report producer and the presenter is vital;
• The fifth step is the live broadcast.

Developments in audiovisual
technology and specialized
networks
The explosive growth in satellite and cable
communications in North America has resulted
in the creation of specialized networks such as
TV information channels, cinema channels,
cooking channels and, of course, weather channels. At present, two television networks provide
meteorological information 24 hours a day: the
Weather Channel (USA) and MeteoMedia - the
Weather Network (Canada). These networks are
highly successful: although created only seven
years ago, a survey showed that 80 per cent of
viewers watch MeteoMedia, albeit intermittently,
for periods of from seven to 11 minutes.
Specialized - including meteorological networks are the wave of the future. Today's
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audiovisual deregulation, new technology,
information highways and access to inexpensive broadcasting time will change the
audiovisual landscape of the world.
The most important factors in the weather
report are:
•
Increasingly frequent information inputs
(every quarter of an hour), with as accurate as possible retransmission, in the style
of the weather bureau's forecasts;
•
Personalized presentation of the weather
report, which meets the public's expectations better than an anonymous presentation (the weather presenter both belongs
to, and possesses, a lOl"'l following);
•
The report's graphics should be constantly
evolving in line with technological developments, making the presentation clearer,

more educational and enjoyable.
The impact of the presentation is essential:
TV is primarily visual, but is still also a source of
wonder. The weather report and the weather
presenter will remain an indispensable feature in
the world of television. The presenters represent
the human touch and bring some knowledge
and a view of the outside world to bear.

RADIO AND NEWSPAPERS
Radio networks and the print media are also
effective channels for communicating weather
information. Some countries such as the USA
have dedicated Weather Radio systems which
provide round-the-clock information to
listeners. They issue warnings of severe
weather via receivers that are equipped with
alarm systems. Newspapers also serve an
important function in educating and informing
the public about the weather and climate. Many
of them feature daily "Weather Pages" that use
the information provided by the national Meteorological Services and others and "package" it
in an attractive and easy·to-read manner.

Some newspapers use the services of private
sector companies who have meteorologists
design and prepare their weather pages for
publication.

SEMINARS AND
WORKSHOPS
Well-planned, tautly run seminars and workshops, with a mixture of Meteorological or
Hydrological Services staff, other experts and
the media provide excellent opportunities to
inform, educate and learn. They foster greater
understanding of each other's responsibilities,
aims and problems.
Seminars, literally instructional classes on
a chosen theme or subject, are reasonably
simple to or~anize and run. With a prepared
theme of vital interest and one or two instructors or lecturers, seminars are less interactive
than workshops.
The workshop encourages practical participation. Usually running from five to 10 days, a
number of areas or themes can be covered.
Exchanges of views and experiences take
place in general discussion sessions, interspersed with pre-arranged groups splitting up
to carry out practical exercises in, say, the
preparation and airing of radio or television
weather forecasts; or the handling of a weather
emergency, gathering the facts and presenting
them to the public through the media. Groups
then report back at the next general session of
the workshop on the results of their exercise.
Care should be taken in the selection of
experts. Good communicators should be
chosen. A dull presenter can ruin the best organized seminar or workshop. Watch your
agenda, too; pack it with too many lectures or
items and you will end up with truncated or
cancelled sessions and disgruntled and weary
participants.
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Through its Information and Public Affairs _~.
(IPA) Programme and often in collaboration <with its Public Weather Services Programme, 8
WMO has organized training workshops on ~~.
communication, with special emphasis on the c3
presentation of weather information on w
television. Workshops have been held in
Nairobi, Kenya, for meteorologists from eastern
and southern Africa; in Singapore for those in
South-East Asia and the Pacific countries; in
San Jose, Costa Rica for participants from
Latin America and the Caribbean, and for new
Members and developing countries in WMO's
European Region. These events have been
successful in enhancing the capacities of senior
forecasters and meteorologists who are
responsible for presenting weather on television
or in dealing with the media on a regular basis.

J

SPECIAL EVENTS
Whether they are intended to publicize WMO or
the national Meteorological or Hydrological ~
Service, heighten interest, forge new links with
the press and public (or all three), special ~
events require imagination and flair to create ~
and time and energy to sustain. They must c3
have substance and meaning. They must be w
targeted.
j
World Meteorological Day, WMO's flagship ~
event on 23 March each year, with its specific
theme, is aimed at raising public awareness of
the importance of meteorology and hydrology,
not only to the long-term development of
nations, but to the everyday lives of people.
WMO's Information and Public Affairs
Office works with the Organization's scientific
and technical departments to produce promotional materials aimed at policy-makers, the
media and the general public. Following the
United Nations Conference on Environment
and Development in Rio de Janeiro in 1992,
known as the "Earth Summit", WMO adopted a

-t
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presentations at a
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This page: Colourful
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messages attract
attention and have the
most impact

new thrust in its public information activities
and began building an alliance with representatives of the media - particularly radio and
TV broadcasters - in order to mobilize their
support for World Meteorological Day (WMD).
The aim is to create a worldwide alliance of
media professionals committed to raising
awareness by airing programmes on issues
affecting everybody: climate, weather and
water resources; the growing depletion of the
ozone layer; the potential impacts of climate
change. such as global warming and rising sea
level; and extreme weather events, such as
IJoods and droughts.

The media alliance initiative is already gaining ground. Many broadcasters from around the
world have responded to WMO's appeal to place
WMD high on their broadcast agenda on or
around 23 March. Through its IPA Programme,
WMO participates in special events such as the
International Weather Forecasters Festival that
is held each year in the city of Issy-IesMoulineaux, France. Taking advantage of the
opportunity to exchange experiences and to
discuss the latest presentation technologies,
WMO participates in festivals and other fora
through lectures, exhibitions, videofilms, and the
distribution of its public information material to
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the broadcast and media community as well as
to the general public.
In working with local and national media,
the IPA focal points in the national Meteorological and Hydrological Services of WMO
Members should encourage broadcasters to
give priority to the WMD theme. The idea is to
have each broadcaster or media representative join the global alliance, whether by
devoting air time to the WMD theme in
weather presentations, or incorporating it in
news, documentaries, films and entertainment

programmes.

Information kits
Information or press kits are invaluable for the
promotion of special events. They should
include fact sheets and a half dozen wellwritten thematic feature articles for publication
or to be used as ideas for TV and radio. Kits
must always have supporting photographs,
graphs and film footage. Booklets and posters
on the WMD theme will help with the promotion
and your office must be prepared for bulk
orders and distribution. Posters can quickly
become collectors' items. They are particularly

popular with teachers and schoolchildren who
use them as educational tools long after the
events (see examples on previous page).

Videofilms and clips
A short (8-10 minute), high-quality video or
film clip, produced by a communication professional on the theme, will attract coverage,
particularly from the broadcast media. The

Mobilizing broadcasters and the public:
some suggestions
Stations or networks marking WMD could:
• Plan special programmes related to weather, climate, air and water;
• Hold a TV roundtable discussion on weather, climate or water
resources in their region;
• Film or air 30/60 second spots to raise awareness of related issues
affecting their community;
• Set up a hotline on the subject to attract viewers and listeners.

National Meteorological and Hydrological Services could:
• Organize a concert or music festival for WMD and air it on the Day;
_. Invite eminent personalities, scientists or other well-known
celebrities to participate;
• Hold a poster or art competition and use the winning entries as part

of the publicity for WMD;
•

Issue a series of commemorative stamps on the theme.

videos can also be screened during the "Open

days" that are usually organized during WMD
by some of the national Meteorological or
Hydrological Services.
All of the above suggestions and practical
guidelines apply also to the celebrations of
other international days such as the World
Day for Water (22 March), the World Day
to Combat Desertification and Drought
(17 June), the International Day for
the

Preservation

of

the

Ozone

Layer

(16 September), the International Day
for Natural Disaster Reduction (11 October)
and other global events.
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General Do's and Dont's
•

Do get to know your national and international media and be familiar with their deadlines and

needs.
• Do be available to reporters and producers, even when you are busy.
• Do get back to them quickly, if you are out when they call.
• Do be helpful with their requests. Adding your suggestions will be appreciated.
• Do be friendly. even if they are not.
• Do treat journalists with respect.

• Do use laymen's language, without jargon, and explain whenever that is impossible.
• Do be prepared and thoroughly understand your material.
• Don't ignore media requests but respond to every call, answering personally, if possible.
• Don't lose your temper....(Jnderstand the pressures the media are under and keep cool.

• Don't ever lie or be evasive. If you do not know the answer to a question, find out and get back
with it to the reporter.
• Don't say no comment. It is the most negative response and is almost certainly misinterpreted.
If you are unable to comment, explain why.
• Don't say anything off the record. It means it cannot be used, so why say it? Material given on
a background-only basis, on the other hand, is unattributable - but check with the reporter.
• Don't switch from "'background" to "'deep background". This term is frequently misunderstood,
even among veteran reporters, and is open to interpretation. It means unattributable and is
probably unusable.
• Don't use acronyms or technical jargon without explanation and never when speaking to a
broadcast reporter, who will probably have to scrap your comments.
• Don't flood reporters, editors and producers with too much material. They have neither the
time nor the inclination to read through it anyway.

